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X-ray emission from the molecule H2S is strongly polarized following excitation of a sulfur Kmolecular orbital with a polarized x-ray beam.
shell electron to an unoccupied subthreshold
Changes in the polarization of the emission spectrum are observed as the incident beam's energy is
swept across the subthreshold absorption resonance. The previously unresolved absorption resonance is shown experimentally to be primarily associated with a molecular orbital of 62 symmetry,
but with a high-excitation-energy
component due to an orbital with a symmetry. Satellite emission
intensity is shown to depend on the primary photon energy and is therefore associated with multivacancy eft'ects and not with contamination, as previously suggested.
1

INTRODUCTION

The geometrical and electronic structure of atoms and
molecules has long been studied through the interpretation of x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) and x-ray emission
spectra (XES). ' The identification of the molecular symmetries' associated with features in XAS and XES has
been achieved indirectly by comparing experimentally
observed energies and relative intensities with molecularorbital (MO) calculations. Although this procedure is
often successful, a direct method for determining symmetries of MO's would be preferable, especially for
disputed structures. In the case of x-ray absorption or
emission, important identifying features are sometimes
obscured due to lifetime broadening or are otherwise unresolved, thereby making an interpretation of the spectra
problematic. In addition, XES excited by electrons or x
rays with broad bandpass or high™energy x-ray sources
often exhibit multivacancy emission satellites which comRecently, selective excitation
plicate the interpretation.
of XES by tunable monochromatic x rays has been
used to eliminate and study multivacancy emission satellites.
Direct experimental determination of the symmetries
associated with x-ray features in small molecules is based
on a predicted and recently observed phenomenon.
By
tuning a monoenergetic polarized x-ray beam so as to
promote a K-shell electron to an unoccupied valence orbital, molecules aligned with respect to the incident beam
polarization can. be selected from a random ensemble of
free molecules.
The associated x-ray emission process
' sec) relative to molecular rotaoccurs quickly
'
—
tions ( 10
sec) and thus before any significant
dealignment of the molecules. If the core hole is filled by
an electron from a valence MO, it can result in polarization of a fluorescence component. '
Previously, polarized x-ray emission was used to study
CH3C1, belonging to the symmetry group C3„and whose
major subthreshold absorption resonance is attributed to
only a single MO. In contrast, the molecule H2S, which
is studied here, belongs to the symmetry group C2, and
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has a subthreshold absorption resonance (see Ref. 9 and
references cited therein) which is predicted to be com'
Both
posed of excitations to 3b2 and 6a, orbitals.
theories'
propose small absolute energy differences
(approximately 1 eV) in the two unoccupied MO's, but
they differ in the predicted order of their energies. The
symmetry determination of the XAS feature is achieved
by examining the po1arization of selectively excited XES.
Each K-V (KP) x-ray peak, where K-V refers to emission
due to a valence electron Ailing the S K hole, in the emission spectrum is due to a single MO. The polarization of
the K-V emission was found to vary as the primary photon energy was swept across the subthreshold absorption
resonance. The variation of the polarizatio~ of the K-V
emission is attributed to contributions from unresolved
excitation to the two predicted absorption resonances
This is the erst study to
having different symmetries.
determine the S K-shell absorption symmetry in HzS and
it demonstrates an interesting application of polarizedIn addition, selective excitation
emission measurements.
at energies above the ionization threshold permitted the
study of the formation of an emission satellite and
over its origin. The observaresolved a disagreement'
tion of the satellite onset as the incident x-ray energy is
raised above threshold suggests that the satellite originates initially from simu1taneous It -hole formation and
promotion of a valence electron to a low-lying unoccupied orbital, and at higher energies the satellite also
derives intensity from double ionization. This observation supports the suggestion that the satellite originates
from multiple-excitation processes' rather than contamination of the gas cell. ' Emission due to the more tightly bound occupied 4a, inner-valence orbital was not obrelative intensity of 0.03
servable, despite a predicted'
with respect to the more intense K- V features and a
detection limit of 0.01.

'"

'"

'

EXPERIMENT

To observe the polarization of x-ray fluorescence, an
(10"—10' photons/sec), tunable beam of highly
Work of the U. S. Government
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monenergetic x rays from beamline X-24A (Ref. 15) at
the National Synchrotron Light Source is used to excite
or ionize the sample gas. A large-aperture monochromator' selects the desired incident x-ray energy and a
toroidal mirror' focuses the beam to a small diameter
(approximately 1 mm) at the target gas cell (approximately 100 Torr H2S). The incident beam is linearly polarized
due to the intrinsic polarization of the synchrotron radiation originating from the plane of the storage-ring orbit
and due to the conservation and enhancement of the polarization by the optical components (monochromator,
mirrors, slits) within the beamline. A secondary x-ray
emission spectrometer'
records the entire K-V energy
spectrum by dispersing the radiation with a curved
InSb(111) crystal and detecting the radiation with a position sensitive detector' with a combined 1.1-eV instrumental resolution. In addition, polarization sensitivity is
achieved through Bragg diffraction of the sulfur K-V radiation with energy approximately 2.5 keV, at 42' incident angle on the InSb(111) crystal. With these scattering conditions, the transmission of radiation polarized
within the dispersion plane of the spectrometer is less
than 2% of that polarized perpendicular to this plane.
The secondary spectrometer is positioned to detect E-V
fluorescence emitted at 90 with respect to both the polarization direction and the propagation direction of the incident x rays. The XES dependence on polarization is
measured by rotating the secondary spectrometer about
the emission axis so as to transmit radiation polarized
parallel or perpendicular with respect to the primary xray polarization. The gas cell is sealed with Mylar (not
beryllium) windows to reduce the interaction of H2S with
the window. The attenuation of x rays through the Mylar is similar to that through the beryllium windows.
Nevertheless, evidence for contamination of the windows
by sulfur compounds appeared after 48 h of exposure to a
Aux of 10"—10' sec 'mm
of 2.5-keV photons and required periodic replacement of the windows. In addition,
the x-ray catalyzed reaction resulted in a weakening of
the structural strength of the Mylar. A third Mylar window was used to pass the x-ray Auorescence. Due to the
low Aux of photons hitting the emission window, the
latter remained intact for the duration of the experiment.
With the right-angle excitation and detection geometry,
no sulfur XES originating from the contaminated windows was detected when the gas cell was evacuated. To
determine absorption within the gas cell, the photocurrent from carbon foils placed before and after the
sample was measured.

RESULTS: SYMMETRY OF SUBTHRESHOLD
ABSORPTION RESONANCE
AND POLARIZED FLUORESCENCE
Figure 1 shows the S E-V emission spectra from H2S
for photons polarized parallel (8=0 ) and perpendicular
(0=90') to the incident-beam polarization direction and
with the incident-beam energy tuned to the peak of the
major subthreshold resonance. The solid lines are generated from fitting the data with a sum of four Voigt
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peaks (Lorentzian peaks convolved with an instrumental
Gaussian function). The main features in the XES for
HzS, unlike the resonance in XAS, are well understood.
The peaks labeled A, 8, and C (using the convention of
LaVilla' ) correspond
to
and
et al. '
Mazalov
la transitions, respec1Q i and 2b2
Ia i 5a
2b i
tively, where la& is the S K-shell MO. The valence MO's
of H2S also have been studied using electron spectroscoThe MO's are derived from sulfur 3p and hypy.
drogen is atomic orbitals, Sat, S 3p, and H(1)ls+H(2)
ls; 2hz, S 3p and H(1) is+ H(2) ls; and the nonbonding orbital 2b, , S 3p„. It should be noted that for the
case of subthreshold resonant excitation, the description
of the E-V transitions given above should be modified to
include the presence of a spectator electron. The highest
energy peak in Fig. 1 is due to the elastically scattered
beam and is suppressed as expected when the polarizer is
tuned to 0=90' with respect to the incident beam polarization. (The elastically scattered beam experiences some
resonance depolarization and self-absorption and so the
ultimate polarization sensitivity and energy resolving
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FIG. 1. Sulfur IC V(Kp) emission spectra fro-m H2S with the
polarimeter set to detect (a) parallel (0=0') or (b) perpendicular
(0=90 } polarized x rays with respect to the incident-beam polarization. The solid curves are fits using four Voigt peaks.
Emission peak 3 denotes 2b&~la&, B indicates 5al ~la&, and
C denotes 2b2~1a, . The inset shows absorption near threshold. The arrow denotes incident-beam energy, on resonance.
The extra markings on the absorption resonance denote the excitation energies used to measure the E-V polarizations in Fig.
3.
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power of the secondary spectrometer are not apparent. )
The energy scale was calibrated using the energy values
of LaVilla's' emission spectrum. It should be evident
that the relative intensities of the emission peaks labeled
C ( A and B) are suppressed (enhanced) when the spectrometer is aligned to detect 0=90 polarization relative
to the 0=0' polarization. This qualitative observation
suggests that the peaks have strong polarizations of opposite sign.
The polarized emission spectra shown in Fig. 2 are
generated using primary photons with slightly higher energy (approximately 1 eV) than those used in Fig. l. Although both spectra suggest a strong suppression of the
C (2b2) peak for 0=90, a comparison of the two emission spectra reveals subtle differences. For example, as
the primary beam energy is raised, the intensity of the
B ( Sa, la, ) peak
increases
relative
to
the
la ) peak in the 0=0 spectra in Figs. 1 and 2.
A (2b,
Qualitatively, this observation suggests a variation in the
polarizations of the emission peaks as the excitation energy is raised slightly above the absorption resonance maximum.
To further examine these observations, quantitative polarization values were generated from the experimental
data.
Determination
of the
polarization
P
= (Io I9o ) l(IO—
+I9o ) of the individual components in

~
~

the emission spectra requires the measurement of the integrated intensities Io and I90 taken at polarization angles 0=0' and 90', respectively, for each of the emission
peaks A, 8, and C. The procedure for experimentally
determining the polarizations has been discussed.
The
relative contributions mo. (R) and m9o (R) of each of the
emission peaks A, 8, and C to the total emission spectra
[So (R) and S9Q (R), respectively] for primary photon energies near resonance R and taken at 0=0' and 90' are
determined from numerical fits using Voigt functions.
The relative emission peak fractions are corrected for
differences in total number of primary photons Q during
the emission measurement and normalized to unpolarized
spectra generated by ionization well above threshold (AT)
as follows:
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Taking ratios as shown in Eq. (1) eliminates the need to
measure the secondary spectrometer efficiency, which
may vary with detector angle 0. The normalization to
the total emission intensity S, using spectra recorded over
fairly short time periods, accounts for effects due to window contamination
and small primary beam position
shifts. Nevertheless, this normalization procedure is the
chief source of systematic error, resulting in an average
variation in Ioo/I9Oo of 16%.
Figure 3 shows the polarizations generated from the
measured integrated intensities Io and I90 taken at polarization angles 0=0 and 90, respectively, for the emission peaks A (2b,
), B (5a, ~la&), and C (2bz
la, ) as a function of the incident-beam energy relative
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FIG. 2. Identical to Fig. 1 except the excitation energy is at
the high-energy side of the subthreshold resonance as denoted
by the arrow in the inset.

FIG. 3. Polarizations of emission peaks 3, B, and C (denotand 0, respectively) as a function of primary beam
ed by 0,
energy. The lines show predicted polarizations
[using Eqs.
(4) —(6)] generated from fit shown in Fig. 4 and as described in
text. The energy scale is relative to the measured peak absorption energy.
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to the peak of the subthreshold

resonance (R ) (the selected incident beam energies are denoted by X s in the insets of Figs. 1 and 2). It should be noted that all the
polarizaemission peaks have significant nonvanishing
tions for primary photon energies in this region. Peak C
has positive polarization and peaks 3 and B have negative polarization over the entire energy range spanning
the resonance. The error bars are due to systematic errors in the normalization procedure as discussed earlier.

DISCUSSION: POI ARIZKD FI,UORESCENCE

For a classical electric dipole absorber and remitter,
'
I' is given by I' =(3 cos y —1)/
the polarization
(cos @+3), where y is the average angle between the
emission and absorption oscillators, and P reaches limit'
'
and —
0 and 90, respectively.
ing values —,
—, for angles
The directions of the absorption and emission dipole moments with respect to the molecule-fixed coordinates
x, y, and z are obtained using the C2, group character
table. Thus the la, ~3b2 and 1a&~6a& absorption dipole moments point along the y and z axes, respectively.
The emission dipole moments for peaks A (2b, ~la&),
B (5a
la ), and C (2bz + la ) —
point along the x, z,
and y axes, respectively. The presence of the spectator
electron does not aA'ect the directions of the emission dithe
pole moments in the present case. Consequently,
classical model predicts the polarizations of peaks 3, 8,
'
——,', and P&= —,' for the
and C to be P~ = —
—, P~=
while
1a
3b2 transition,
Pz = ——,', P~ = —,', and
for the 1 a, 6a, excitation . It is seen in Fig . 3
PQ
3
that the polarization measurements made using excitation energies at or below the peak of the absorption resonance are consistent with the assignment
la i —
+362.
However, as the excitation energy is increased to the
high-energy side of the absorption maximum, the emission peak polarizations vary in a way that is consistent
with the additional presence of the 1a& ~6a, excitation.
That is, Pz remains large and negative, Pz becomes less
negative, and Pc becomes less positive.
There are three possible explanations for the slight
of emission peaks B and C at higher
depolarization
incident-beam energies. In one scenario, the behavior is
consistent with a K-shell electron being promoted to a
MO with a difFerent symmetry (a& symmetry) relative to
the dominant MO (b2 symmetry) and which makes a
contribution to the subthreshold absorption resonance intensity at higher primary beam energies as suggested by
earlier calculations. ' That is, the polarization for peaks
B and C should change sign ( ——,' —,' ) and ( —,' —+ ——,' ), rewhile
2 maintains
its
polarization
spectively,
——,' ——,' ) as an electron is promoted to an unoccupied
(
MQ with a symmetry.
the nearby
Alternatively,
Rydberg-like absorption peak (2475. 5 eV), which is composed of S E ~np transitions, but is only weakly coupled
to the molecular symmetry, could contribute to the depolarization. The large polarization of peak 2 for energies
above the resonance peak in Fig. 3, however, seems to
contradict this hypothesis. Although there is no experimental evidence, an intriguing explanation for the small
&

~

&

&

~

&

~
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depolarization of peaks B and C might be attributed to
vibrational dependent polarization.
To examine these possibilities, the resonance peak in
the absorption spectrum was fitted (see Fig. 4) with two
Voigt peaks. As further motivation, it should be noted
that the resonance peak is anomalously broad (approxiand has some intensity
mately 2 eV), asymmetrical,
enhancement at higher energies. The subthreshold resonance is not dominated by instrumental broadening as
can be seen from the observation that the Rydberg peak
has a width of only approximately 1 eV. In the absence
of calculations and polarization measurements, the broad
absorption resonance peak might be attributed to vibrational excitation of the molecule during absorption. The
numerical fit found a peak separation of 0.69 eV with the
higher-energy peak (presumably due to the a, unoccupied orbital) having an integrated intensity of only 20%
relative to the dominant bz contribution.
The calculations of Mazalov et al. ' indicate that the molecular orbital with bz symmetry lies about 0.5 eV below the one
with a symmetry, in good agreement with the results reported here, while Schwarz's" calculations indicate the
opposite order with an energy separation of 0.7 eV. LaVilla' inferred an energy separation of "about 1 eV"
with the high-energy component being 15% of the more
intense component and without explicitly assigning a
symmetry to each of the two unoccupied MO's. A Voigt
function also was used to fit the Rydberg peak. At the
primary energy (see Fig. 2) where the polarization of
emission peaks B and C diminish (2473.6 eV), the smallcomponent contribution (from the fit) to the resonance
peak dominates (by a factor of 6) over the contribution
from the Rydberg peak.
The fitted results to a two-component absorption resonance shown in Fig. 4 may be used with the corresponding classical-model predictions of polarization to model
&
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FICx. 4. Solid curve is calculated using two Voigt peaks (from
the best fit, energy separation 0.69 eV, relative peak height ratio
approximately 5:1) for subthreshold resonance peak in H&S absorption spectrum plus a third peak for the lowest-energy Rydberg peak.
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the observed polarizations displayed in Fig. 3. The polarization predicted for an unresolved combination of transitions is obtained by making use of the polarization anisotdefined by
ropy R,
90

0

o. +2I9o.

(2)

'

P by

which can be related to the polarization

3R

(3)

2+R

The R value for unresolved transitions is given by an
values weighted
average of the classical-model
by
relative intensities
energy-dependent
(6a )
(3b& ) and
determined from the numerical fits shown in Fig. 4. The
predicted individual energy-dependent R values for each
of the x-ray emission peaks in Figs. 1 and 2 are given by

I

I

&

(4)

5

I(3b2)

2

I(3b2)+I(6ai)

5

2

I(3b2)

1

5

I(3b2)+I(6a, )

5

I(6a, )
I(3b~)+I(6ai)
I(6a, )

I(3b2)+I(6a&)

(5)

(6)

The corresponding polarizations for each of the x-ray
emission peaks can then be derived by using Eq. (3). The
polarizations predicted using this model along with the
experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.
The model curves in Fig. 3 are qualitatively consistent
with the experimental data giving credence to the twocomponent model. The model, however, overestimates
the effect of the weaker (6a ) component on the emission
polarization for peak 8. These di6'erences between the
predictions and experimental results may be due to systematic errors and theoretical uncertainties. The relative
intensities of the two components derived from deconvolution of the observed absorption spectrum may be inaccurate due to the inability to resolve its structure. Although the absorption spectrum is primarily lifetime
broadened, a comparison with previous results' indicates
that there is an instrumental contribution to the peak
widths. Hence a better resolved absorption spectrum
could be obtained and used to find better values for
I(6a& ) and (I3 zb). Using a Si(l 1 1) monochromator instead of the Ge(111) monochromator
would have improved the energy resolution of the absorption spectrum
at the cost of incident Aux.
It should be noted that the model relies on classical
values for the polarization. The classical model is valid
—oo, but at room
for rotational angular momentum
temperature (using a principle axis with the largest mo—6 for H2S leading to small corrections
ment of inertia)
(15%) in the predicted classical values. In the model
describing the unresolved resonance, it is also assumed
that the radiative yields for the two absorption resonances are the same and are unaftected by the presence of
spectator electrons. Theoretical studies of the relative intensities and radiative yields of the two absorption resonances would be useful to help resolve these issues.
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The depolarization of the emission peaks therefore
cannot be attributed to contributions from the Rydberg
peak in the absorption spectrum. More likely, as the energy is increased, the incident beam excites nearly degenerate orthogonal MO's and the observed polarization is
the result of partial cancellation of the polarizations from
a superposition of emission spectra. To summarize, this
hypothesis is supported by the XES polarization and its
dependence on primary photon energy, the absorption
spectrum, and previous calculations.

RESULTS: MULTIVACANCY SATELLITES
As the energy of the incident beam is raised to an ener5.7 eV above the S ls threshold, a shoulder (labeled A') develops on the high-energy side of the emission peak A (see inset of Fig. 5). The absence of a highenergy shoulder in the emission spectra of Figs. 1(a), 1(b),
2(a), and 2(b) for subthreshold excitation energy should
be noted. As shown in Fig. 5, the ratio of the integrated
intensity of the shoulder ( A') to the integrated intensity
of the total K-V emission spectrum (excluding the shoulder A ') as a function of incident beam energy indicates
an energy onset, slowly increases, and eventually approaches an asymptotic value. The K-shell binding enerin Fig. 5. Figure 5 also
gy (2478. 3 eV) is labeled as S K
shows the approximate additional energy (not accounting
for screening effects and relaxation) to promote an electron from the highest occupied molecular
orbital
(HOMO) (it is not certain which MO is excited, so this is
a very rough value) to the lowest-energy unoccupied
molecular orbital [(LUMO) or the subthreshold absorption resonance] and is labeled as Sats (2478. 3 + 4.5 eV).
gy about
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FIG. 5. Ratio of satellite or shoulder (peak a') integrated intensity to the integrated intensity of the E-V spectrum. Also indicated are the K-electron binding energy S K ', S K ' plus the
LUMO-HOMO energy (as discussed in the text) labeled Sats,
and the double-ionization
energy labeled S K 'V ', which
equals S K ' plus the HOMO binding energy. The inset shows
the high-energy satellite peak 2' which is absent in Fig. l, generated by an incident beam with energy of 2530 eV, or 60 eV
above threshold.
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The marker labeled with E 'V ', the double-ionization
threshold energy, indicates the approximate additional
to ionize an electron from the HOMO
energy
(2478. 3+10.5 eV), again without accounting for screening and relaxation. This estimate for the double-vacancy
threshold also does not consider the enhanced charge of
the core due to double ionization and therefore the
threshold energy is expected to be larger. The relative intensity of the emission satellite A ' (Fig. 5) as a function
of incident-beam energy suggests that initially the satellite can be attributed to K-hole formation and electron
excitation to an unoccupied valence orbital. At higher
energies, double ionization as in argon" and suggested by
LaVilla' also may contribute to the satellite intensity.
The onset at high primary photon energy and the gradual
increase in intensity with increasing excitation energy are
inconsistent with contamination as suggested by Mazalov
et al. '

RESULTS: INNER VALENCE
' indicate the presFinally, photoelectron spectra
ence of additional emission spectral features originating
from a more tightly bound orbital (approximately 12 eV
with respect to the A emission peak) corresponding to
Calculations' predict the relative x-ray emis4Q ]
1a
sion intensity for this feature to be 0.03 of the largest
emission peak 3 after accounting for the broader widths.
The low intensity is due to the small S 3p contribution to
the tightly bound MO,
which is primarily of S 3s
character. Following examination in the appropriate enno discernible
ergy region in the emission spectra,
peaks were observed above background indicating the

~

peak intensity is less than
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SUMMARY

In summary, the x-ray emission spectrum of the molecule H2S is strongly polarized following excitation of a
sulfur K-shell electron to a subthreshold resonance with a
polarized x-ray beam. The polarization of the emission
spectrum as the incident beam's energy is scanned across
the resonance reveals that the resonance is mostly due to
an unoccupied orbital of 3b2 symmetry while some contribution from the 6a symmetry orbital appears at an energy slightly above the peak in the subthreshold absorption. The experimentally observed polarization behavior
of the emission spectrum is in closer agreement with the
calculations for the absorption spectrum of Mazalov
et a/. ' rather than Schwarz.
An extra feature appears
at the high-energy end of the emission spectrum only for
excitation energies exceeding the E-shell electron ionization threshold and is attributed to multiple-vacancy forof the sample cell.
mation and not to contamination
Emission from the inner-valence orbital 4a& was below
the detection limit of 1% and the calculated value of 3%.
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